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I. General Location, Description, and Purpose
A. Location of Study Area
The Pine Del Estates area is located in portions of Sections 7 and 8, Township 20 North,
Range 7 East. Please refer to the figure below.
Figure 1: General Location Map

Pine Del
Study Area

* Map taken from Coconino County GIS
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B. Description of Study Area
The Pine Del Estates Drainage Study and Floodplain Delineation includes approximately
55 acres of the Pine Del Estates Subdivision. The study focuses on the unnamed wash
draining through the central portion of the subdivision. For the purposes of this study, the
wash is termed Pine Del Wash.
The Pine Del Estates area is bounded Highway 89A to the west, metes and bounds
parcels to the north and west, and Coconino National Forest to the south. Access to the
Pine Del Estates area is from Pine Del Drive, off of Highway 89A approximately 5 miles
south of Downtown Flagstaff. The streets within the Pine Del Estates area are public
roads. The land use within the study area is residential with lots varying in size from
approximately 1/3 acres to 1/2 acres.
Storm water generated within the Pine Del Wash watershed is conveyed through the
subdivision through a drainage system consisting of road culverts, driveway culverts, and
open channels. Some of the existing drainage system is within dedicated County right of
way. However, the majority of the system exists on private property.
There is 1 drainage egress point for the study. This concentration point is where flows
exit the study area. Based on the single concentration point, a single drainage basin was
delineated. No sub basins were delineated. The floodplain analysis for this study is based
on the estimated peak 100 year event discharge at this point. The drainage basin has been
labeled Drainage Basin 1. The concentration point has been labeled Concentration Point
1.

C. Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the Pine Del Estates Drainage Study and Floodplain Delineation is to
estimate the 100 year event peak flow rate for Pine Del Wash, delineate the floodplain
for the wash, and formulate a reasonable, cost effective concept for drainage
improvements.
This study will assist Coconino County and local residents quantify drainage problems in
the Pine Del Estates area. The study can be used to make more informed decisions
regarding private or public drainage improvements along Pine Del Wash. As mentioned,
this study provides a conceptual drainage improvement plan for the study area. Until this
study, the existing drainage system within the study area was not well documented or
studied. With the completion of the study, drainage improvements can be wholly or
systematically implemented with the effects of each improvement readily understood and
quantified.
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Figure 2: Site Map

Pine Del
Wash (appx.
location)

* Map taken from Coconino County GIS

II. Drainage Basin and Flow Path Description
A. Description
As previously described, the study area includes only 1 drainage basin and no sub basins.
There is 1 concentration point located at the where Pine Del Wash exits the study area.
Pine Del Wash generally drains from northwest to southeast through the study area. Pine
Del Estates both north and south of the wash drain to the wash located in the central
portion of the site.
The uppermost portions of the Pine Del Wash watershed impacting the site are located
north, northeast, and northwest of the study area. The drainage area includes a portion of
the Flagstaff Pulliam Airport located east of Interstate 17. Runoff from this drainage area
generally collects in fairly well defined channels. Runoff drains into the site through an
existing double 6’ x 6’ reinforced concrete box culvert (RCB) located at Highway 89A.
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Runoff in Pine Del Wash is conveyed throughout the site by open channels cutting across
residential properties, by open channels along the roads, and by road culverts and
driveway culverts. It appears that the majority of open channel within the study area has
been altered from its natural state by the residential development. This includes filling
and diverting of the channel.

2-6’x6’ RCB at Hwy. 89A,
upstream side

2-6’x6’ RCB at Hwy. 89A,
downstream side

The roadways within the Pine Del Estates area are improved, paved roads. The roads are
dedicated and maintained by the County. The roads, open channels, and culverts are in
fairly good condition. However, the channels and culverts are generally undersized.
Pine Del Wash runoff enters the site at Highway 89A. Outflows from the existing RCB
are partially blocked by an existing block wall. Flows continue through an open channel
between residential properties to Seneca Drive. There is an existing 50” x 32” corrugated
metal pipe arch (CMPA) at Seneca Drive. Flows exceeding the capacity of this pipe back
up behind the road and then overtop.
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50”x32” CMPA at Seneca Drive,
upstream side

50”x32” CMPA at Seneca Drive,
downstream side

From Seneca Drive, flows continue through an open channel to Pine Ridge Drive. There
is an existing 52” x 29” CMPA located at Pine Ridge Drive. Again, flows exceeding the
capacity of this pipe back up behind the road and then overtop.

52”x29” CMPA at Pine Ridge
Drive, upstream side
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52”x29” CMPA at Pine Ridge
Drive, downstream side

From Pine Ridge Drive, flows continue through an open channel along the north side of
Pine Del Drive. There are a series of 4 driveway culverts located along this portion of
Pine Del Drive. They vary in size and shape and are pictured below from upstream to
downstream.

2-21” CMP driveway culverts
along north side of Pine Ridge
Drive, upstream side

35”x24” CMPA driveway culvert
along north side of Pine Ridge
Drive, upstream side
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30” CMP driveway culvert along
north side of Pine Ridge Drive,
upstream side

42”x34” CMPA driveway culvert
along north side of Pine Ridge
Drive, upstream side

Just downstream of the last driveway culvert, the open channel makes a 90 degree turn to
the east and flows between several residential properties. Flooding is evident from water
marks on several residential structures in this area. The channel then goes into an existing
24” x 24” box culvert near the front corner of an existing house. The box appears to make
an approximate 45 degree bend beneath the existing driveway.

24”x24” box driveway culvert,
upstream side
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Just downstream of the 24” x 24” box culvert, there is an existing 18” CMP driveway
culvert. This is the last culvert in Pine Del Wash within the study area. It appears that the
property owner was going to replace the 18” CMP with 2-30” CMPs. The 2-30” CMPs
are shown in the picture below.

18” CMP driveway culvert and 230” CMP replacement driveway
culverts

From this point, all storm water runoff in Pine Del Wash drains to an existing stock tank
located just south of Pine Del Estates.

B. Hydrologic Data and Modeling Results
1. Modeling Software
A simple 1 basin hydrologic model was prepared for this study. The hydrologic modeling
for this study was completed using WMS Version 7.1 (Watershed Modeling System
Version 7.1). HEC-1 (Version 4.0e) is the embedded modeling method used. WMS is a
comprehensive GIS compatible environment for hydrologic analysis.
The WMS modeling was completed using geospatial data. A digital elevation model
(DEM) for the study watershed was obtained from the University of Arizona’s Arizona
Regional Image Archive Web Server. Georeferenced images of the USGS Quad Maps for
the study watershed were also obtained from the server. A 90 meter (1 arc second) DEM
was used. A DEM is a two-dimensional array of elevation points with a constant “x” and
“y” spacing (90 meters).
Flow direction data for DEM points are calculated using an eight point pour technique.
This technique specifies that the flow will be directed toward the neighboring (in a
structured grid there are eight neighbors for each point) DEM point with the lowest
elevation. The algorithms typically include functionality for eliminating pits and
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resolving ambiguities when the lowest elevation is shared by more than one neighboring
point.
With the flow directions assigned for each DEM point, the flow accumulation at each
DEM point is computed. The flow accumulation for a given DEM point is defined as the
number of DEM points whose flow paths eventually pass through that point. For
example, DEM points that are part of a stream have high flow accumulation values since
the flow paths of all upstream points will pass through them. Streams are easily
identified by displaying all DEM points with a flow accumulation value greater than a
user-defined threshold. For the purposes of this study, a 1 square mile threshold is
sufficient.
Based on the flow accumulations and the downstream limit of the study area, the location
of the watershed outlet or concentration point (CP) was identified. A feature points was
created at this location. Based on the 1 square mile minimum threshold, all of the DEM
flow accumulation points upstream from the defined CP are connected together to form a
stream network of feature lines. These can be exported as shape files into GIS software.
Using the CP on the stream network and the flow directions, the contributing DEM
points for the outlet were assigned a basin identifier. Similar to how flow accumulations
were converted to stream arcs, the boundaries between DEM points with different basin
identifiers are converted to feature polygons. These polygons can also be exported as
shape files into GIS software.
Once the boundary of the drainage basin was determined as described, properties
important to hydrologic modeling (area, slopes, runoff distances, etc.) are computed from
the DEM data.
2. Aerial Mapping
The aerial mapping for the project was provided by Cooper Aerial. The flight date for the
mapping was December 6, 2007. The coordinate system, datum, and ground control for
the mapping was provided by Coconino County. The vertical datum for the mapping is
NGVD 29 (National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929).
3. Rainfall
Analytic methods require the estimation of rainfall for the desired flood frequencies. The
100 year event is the only frequency analyzed in this study. The 100 year - 24 hour
rainfall depth and a cumulative precipitation time series were used in the model to specify
the rainfall event. The cumulative precipitation time series corresponds to the Soil
Conservation Service (SCS) Type II Dimensionless Unit Hydrograph.
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The design rainfall depth for the study was obtained from the National Weather Service
(NWS) Hydrometeorological Design Studies Center (HDSC) Precipitation Frequency Data
Server. Precipitation depths are from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) 14 Atlas.
Rainfall amounts are assumed uniformly over the entire watershed using a specified time
distribution. Mass rainfall is converted into mass runoff using a curve number (CN). CNs
combine infiltration losses with surface storage and estimate rainfall excess (runoff).
Runoff is transformed into a hydrograph using a dimensionless unit hydrograph (SCS Type
II). A unit hydrograph is defined as the hydrograph of one (1) inch of direct runoff from a
storm of a specific duration for a watershed. Synthetic unit hydrographs are used for
watersheds which do not have an adequate data base to develop a site specific unit
hydrograph. Synthetic unit hydrographs are empirically based.

Table 1: Design Rainfall
Recurrence Interval
(yr)
100

Depth (in)
4.68

4. Rainfall Losses
Rainfall losses from infiltration were modeled using the Soil Conservation Service (SCS)
Curve Number Method as described in the SCS’s Technical Release 55 Manual, Urban
Hydrology for Small Watersheds (TR 55, June 1986).
A CN was estimated for the watershed based on hydrologic soil groups (HSG), vegetative
cover, and field observations. The watershed for the study area was assigned a CN based
on Table 2-2c of the TR-55 Manual for Woods in fair to poor condition. An area weighted
average was used to derive a CN for study watershed based on soil types. All soil data and
maps are included in the Appendix.
The soils within the study area watershed are predominantly classified as HSG C.
However there are some HSG B type soils in the study area as well. Soils information was
obtained from the Coconino National Forest Terrestrial Ecosystem Survey.
The vegetation within the study watershed is typical of the Flagstaff area. Ponderosa pine
dominates the study watershed with some areas of high plains grasslands with scattered
ponderosa pine.
The topography of the study watershed is fairly consistent. The steepest portions of the
watershed are approximately 13%. The more gentle portions have slopes of approximately
2%. The average slope of the watershed is approximately 7%.
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Timing parameters in the hydrologic model depend on lag time (Tl). The lag time is the
time from the center of mass of the effective rainfall to the peak of the runoff hydrograph.
Tl was derived using the SCS Lag Time Equation. The Tl for the study watershed is 1.00
hours.
Table 2: Soil Data
Soil ID HSG
53
536
570
584

B
C
C
C

5. Hydrologic Modeling Results
The results of the hydrologic modeling are presented in the following table. It should be
noted that no detention/retention modeling was performed. Upstream facilities such as
stock tanks and roadway drainage crossings may have detention/retention effects within
the study watershed.
Table 3: Summary of Peak Flow Rates
Concentration Point
(CP)
1

Drainage Area
(sm)
1.28

Peak Flow Rate
(cfs)
642

C. Hydraulic Calculations
1. Modeling Software
The hydraulic calculations pertaining to this study include a simplified analysis of
existing and possible future drainage structures and channels.
An existing conditions floodplain delineation for the project area was performed using
HEC RAS Version 4.0 Beta. HEC RAS is the US Army Corps of Engineers Hydrologic
Engineering Center River Analysis System. This software performs one dimensional
steady flow and unsteady flow calculations.
HEC RAS uses geometric data (cross sections) and common hydraulic computation
routines to determine water surface profiles.
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For steady flow water surface profiles, the basic computational procedure is based on the
solution of the one dimensional energy equation. Energy losses are evaluated by friction
(Manning’s Equation) and contraction/expansion (coefficient multiplied by the change in
velocity head). The momentum equation is used in situations where the water surface
profile is rapidly varied. These situations include hydraulic jumps, bridge hydraulics, and
confluence modeling.
The existing culverts at Highway 89A, Seneca Drive, and Pine Ridge Drive were
modeled in HEC RAS. Survey data needed for the modeling of these structures was
provided by Coconino County.
The proposed culvert analyses for the conceptual improvements were performed using
Culvertmaster Version 3.0 by Haestad Methods. This software uses the methodology
from the Hydraulic Design Series No. 5, Hydraulic Design of Highway Culverts (1985),
prepared by the U.S. Federal Highway Administration. The program solves for both inlet
and outlet control. The controlling headwater depth is then the greater of the two
solutions.
The proposed open channel analysis for the conceptual improvements were performed
using Flowmaster Version 2005 by Haestad Methods. Flowmaster uses Manning’s
Equation to estimate capacities of open channels.
2. Existing Structures Inventory
A comprehensive site survey was performed to identify all visible existing drainage
structures along the Pine Del Wash alignment. The site survey was performed by visual
inspection. Nine structures were found at the time of the inventory. The approximate
location, size, material type, and condition of the structures were all recorded. Please
refer to the previous photographs.
No existing driveway culverts were included in the floodplain analysis. Additionally, no
capacity analysis for existing driveway culverts was performed as part of this study.
3. Possible Future Structures and Channels
A simplified structures analysis was used to estimate the capacity of the possible future
drainage structures along the Pine Del Wash alignment. The analyses included 2 options.
Option 1 has a design discharge of approximately 100 cfs. Option 2 has a design
discharge of approximately 200 cfs. The first option includes 2 - 49” x 33” corrugated
metal pipe archs (CMPAs). The second option includes 10’ x 3’ RCBs. The analyses
assume a 35’ structure length, and one (1) foot of cover. The structure’s slopes are
assumed at 2%.
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A channel analysis was also performed for possible future channels. This analysis
includes possible future cross lot and roadside channels. The simplified analysis assumes
a trapezoidal shaped channel with a 1:1 side slopes. The channel depth is varied from 2’
to 3’ feet for Options 1 and 2 respectively. The channel slope used in the analysis
approximates the existing channel slope (1.5%).
4. Hydraulic Modeling Results
The results of the HEC RAS model are presented in the following table. Please refer to
the Floodplain Delineation drawing for cross section locations and floodplain limits.
Table 4: Summary of Water Surface Elevations
Cross Section
ID
14
15.7
16.7
18.15
18.6
20.5
22.3
22.8
26
30
35
38

Water Surface
Elevation
6875.3
6875.3
6869.8
6868.0
6866.3
6863.5
6862.7
6861.2
6858.0
6854.0
6849.0
6845.1

III. Conceptual Improvements
A possible conceptual improvement was formulated to help minimize drainage and
flooding problems within the study area. The concept includes 2 options. The difference
between the 2 options is the design discharge.
Since funding for improvements within the study area is limited, it was decided that
maintaining the existing drainage alignment would be the most cost effective and realistic
concept. Conceptual improvements include channel enhancements, and improvements to
all drainage structures along the alignment.
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A. Conceptual Improvement Option 1
Option 1 includes the construction of channels and culverts along the existing Pine Del
Wash alignment. The design discharge for this alternative is 100 cfs. This option also
includes an extension of the existing headwall for the RCB located at Highway 89A.
Flows exiting this structure are currently partially blocked by an existing residential
property concrete block wall. Please refer to the Conceptual Improvement drawing.
The majority of the existing channel is within private property. Only a small segment of
the channel is within dedicated County right of way. The existing channel varies in size
and shape. It is generally very small and has little capacity. At some locations, the
channel is obstructed by fences and debris.

Existing channel obstructed by a
fence and debris

It is desirable to minimize the footprint of the channel. It may be possible to construct the
proposed channel using temporary construction easements. Some local residents may
oppose permanent easements. The proposed channel for Option 1 has the following
design parameters.
Table 5: Option 1 Channel

Shape

Depth

Trapezoida
l

2’

Botto
m
Width
6’

Top Width
Side Slopes
1:1
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To minimize construction costs and allow for 1:1 side slopes, a turf reinforcement mat
(TRM) is recommended as opposed to riprap, grouted riprap, or concrete. The TRM will
stabilize the side slopes and can be revegetated with a native seed mix. This will greatly
reduce construction costs and will be aesthetically pleasing to local residents.
The RCB at Highway 89A has sufficient capacity for the 100 year event. Little or no
roadway overtopping will occur. The drainage structures downstream of the RCB are
much smaller. The capacities of the structures included in the HEC RAS model are
negligible in comparison to the 100 year event. During a 100 year event, the existing
structures at Seneca Drive and Pine Ridge Drive will convey approximately 50 cfs with
roadway overtopping. Therefore, the floodplain is largely determined by the backwater at
these streets. Private driveway culverts were not included in the model.
All 8 culvert structures downstream of the RCB should be replaced. It is recommended
that the new drainage structures have the same capacity as the proposed channel (100
cfs). The proposed structures for Option 1 have the following design parameters.
Table 6: Option 1 Drainage Structures
Size

End Treatment Length Slope

2-49”x33” CMPA

Headwalls

35’

2%

Cover

“n” Value

1’ min.

0.012

B. Conceptual Improvement Option 2
Option 2 also includes the construction of channels and culverts along the existing Pine
Del Wash alignment. The design discharge for this alternative is 200 cfs. This option also
includes the extension of the existing headwall for the RCB located at Highway 89A.
As previously mentioned, it is desirable to minimize the footprint of the channel. The
proposed channel for Option 2 has the following design parameters.
Table 7: Option 2 Channel

Shape

Depth

Trapezoida
l

3’

Botto
m
Width
6’

Top Width
Side Slopes
1:1
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As previously discussed, a turf reinforcement mat (TRM) and revegetation are
recommended as opposed to riprap, grouted riprap, or concrete.
For Option 2, all 8 culvert structures downstream of the RCB should also be replaced. It
is recommended that the new drainage structures have the same capacity as the proposed
channel (200 cfs). The proposed structures for Option 2 have the following design
parameters.
Table 8: Option 2 Drainage Structures
Size
1-10’x3’ RCB

End Treatment Length Slope
Headwalls

35’

2%

Cover
1’ min.

C. Public Meetings
One public meeting was held on May 7, 2008 at the Highlands Fire Station. The purpose
of the first meeting was to inform the local residents of the scope of work for the study,
and to obtain input from the public about known drainage and flooding problems within
the study area. Subsequently, 1 local resident contacted Civiltec to discuss problem
areas.
Several ideas for improvements were discussed at the public meeting. These ideas
included:
•

Construct cul de sacs at Seneca Drive and Pine Ridge Drive. This could possible
eliminate the drainage structures at these locations and also minimize the
backwater at these locations.

This is still an option. However, a typical cul de sac requires a 40’ or 50’ radius for
emergency services. Therefore, additional right of way dedications would be needed from
adjoining property owners.
•

Construct a storm drain to bleed off a portion of the 100 year event. The
alignment would essentially follow Pine Del Drive. The storm drain inlet could be
located on the west side of Highway 89A or near Pine Del Drive between Pine
Ridge Drive and Ponderosa Drive. The outlet would be near the existing stock
tank.

This is still an option. However, the length of the storm drain pipe would be either about
2,300’ or 1,300’. Assuming a construction cost of approximately $250 per foot, the
construction cost of the storm drain would be $575,000 or $325,000. This option may be
cost prohibitive.
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•

Utilize detention/retention upstream of the site.

This is still an option. However, the property immediately upstream of Highway 89A is
privately owned. Permission to create additional backwater on this property would be
needed. Also, the existing RBC is an ADOT structure. Modifications to the existing
structure to limit its capacity would require ADOT approval. Other locations for
upstream detention/retention can be explored.

IV. Conclusion
The existing Pine Del Wash drainage system consists of undersized road culverts,
driveway culverts, and open channels. The existing RCB at Highway 89A has the
capacity to convey the entire estimated 100 year event into Pine Del Estates with no
overtopping of the highway.
The drainage system downstream of the highway is undersized. Roads, driveways, and
culverts all create backwater during the 100 year event.
Local residents appear to be opposed to a visible, unnatural drainage system. This, along
with the expense of improvements such as storm drains, concrete or riprap lined
channels, makes such improvements unlikely. It is also unlikely that all residents along
the alignment will be willing to dedicate easements or additional right of way.
County funding for drainage improvements appears to be limited. The formation of a
local improvement district for drainage improvements is a possibility. In either case,
proposed improvements must be very cost effective.
The proposed conceptual improvements provided in this study are a cost effective
approach to improve the drainage problem. These solutions will help minimize some of
the flooding and drainage problems associated with the smaller, more frequent storm
events. The effects of the improvements will diminish for larger, less frequent storm
events (such as the 100 year event).
Improvements can be constructed in phases. However, the downstream impacts of
improvements should be carefully considered prior to constructing improvements. Care
should be taken not to cause diversions or concentrations of storm water which adversely
impact downstream facilities or properties.
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